
2015 Global Taste of Korea Contest「 」

- Participation and Release Agreement -

Full Name :

Nationality :

Date of Birth :

Passport ID :

I hearby agree to actively participate in <2015 Gobal

Taste of Korea Contest> (hereinafter "the Event"), which is co-hosted by The「 」

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs of the Republic of Korea, Ministry of

Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Korea, Jeollabuk-do Provincial Government and KBS

(hereinafter "the Producer"), and to appear in the television program to be produced

about the competition. I am also fully aware of and agree to observe the terms and

conditions as listed below:

[Terms and Conditions]

The Event can be used in various forms including but not limited to being recorded,○

broadcast and transmitted through all media in the world including KBS. Use of the

Event includes not only use as a cinematographic work but also all forms of use that

involve creation and use of secondary works such as merchandising, publication and

wired/wireless still cut services in relation to the Event.

All intellectual properties including the copyrights and neighboring rights for all○

content created from filming, recording and videotaping in relation to my participation

in the Event, shall belong to KBS, one of the host organizations. Furthermore, in

relation to the use of the abovementioned program or content by KBS or a company

that has an alliance with KBS, I hereby give consent on the use of my performance,

picture, name and background information and other information, as well as use of

information specified on the application form that I submitted for this audition and

recordings/videos.



I do not raise any objection and/or bring any civil or criminal action (including filing○

for an injunction for prohibition or making a complaint with the Press Arbitration

Commission) against the host organizations for any reason including but not limited to

defamation in relation to the edition, alteration, adoption, subtitles or any modifications

of the filmed Event as well as any result or influence the broadcast of the Event might

bring concerning responses, opinions and reviews of the audience.

I hereby promise to participate in all programs related to the Event(including but not○

limited to the preliminaries, training programs, and the finals) as planned and decided

by the Producer, and to observe the following rules in good faith.

First, I listen carefully and follow all schedules and instructions given by the

Producer.

Second, I do not leave the group or act individually during all schedules.

Third, I do not cause any trouble to other participants or the Producer.

In the following situation, the Producer can suspend my participation in the Event○

and repatriate me after discussing with co-host organizations.

First, in the event, I do not follow or violate the rules (instructions) and/or s

schedules determinded by the Producer

Second, in the event, I enormously damage the Event on purpose or by gross

negligence

Third, in the event I disgrace the reputation or confidence of the event as

participant of the competition.

Forth, in the event I bring about any trouble to other participants,

and Fifth, in the event I disrupt or disrespect the event schedules.

I confirm again that I participate in the Event after being fully aware of and agreeing

to abide by the terms and conditions above.

2015. . .

Name : (Sign)


